Materials List:
Anchor assembly
Automated power supply
Automated power supply hardware packet
Automation bracket assembly
Automation bracket assembly hardware
packet
Automation winch assembly
Cable
Cable clamp
Cable pulley
Ceiling insulator
Corona points - 3’
Curtain Thumbnut
D-Rings
End insulator

End insulator w/thimble
Eye lag screw 1.125”
Eye lag screw 2.75”
Eye shank for limit switch (unthreaded)
High voltage wire
Limit switch assembly
Limit switch assembly hardware packet
Power cord
Power supply (manual system)
Power supply assembly (manual system)
Silicone tubing
Turnbuckle
U-nail packet
Weight cylinder

Tools List:
Cable cutter
Drillbits/concrete bits – 5/16” or 9mm,
one long to penetrate walls
Electric drill/Hammer drill (for concrete)
End wrench – 1/2” or 13mm
Ladder
Nut driver –5/16” or 9mm
Nut driver bit for drill –5/16” or 9mm
Pliers

Ring pliers
Small flat or Phillips screwdriver
Socket (1/2” or 13mm) w/extension and
ratchet
Typical flat or Phillips screwdriver
Utility knife
Vice-grip (locking pliers)
Voltmeter
Wire stripper
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Review barn for the most logical corona line spacing. Use the best-fit
possible, balancing between equidistant spacing, and least amount of
obstructions.

Attach corona line anchors, turnbuckles, and end insulators to
sidewalls
1)

Corona line anchors should be attached to the wall approximately 4” (10 cm)
down from the ceiling, using hexagonal-headed lag screws with fender
washers (in Anchor assembly hardware packet). Place the lag screws as far
apart as possible. Use dimensional lumber and lag screws as needed to bridge
wall studs, ceiling rafters, etc. to place an anchor in a desired location.
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2)

Slide the cone nut inside the anchor so it is 12” (30 cm) below the ceiling.
Install the eye bolt (in Anchor assembly hardware packet) into the cone nut
and tighten so it is flush with the back of the cone nut.

3)

For anchors on the wall closest to where the power supply will be located,
attach a turnbuckle to the eye bolt on the anchor.

4)

Open the turnbuckle half-way.

5)

Attach an end insulator to the turnbuckle using the “hole” end of the end
insulator.

6)

On the opposite wall, pull the pin from the clevis end of an end insulator
w/thimble and reinsert the pin into the clevis to attach the end insulator to the
eye bolt of each of the anchors.
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Attach cable pulley eye lag screws 2.75”, cable pulleys and
ceiling support eye lag screws 1.125”
7)

Cable pulley eye lag screws 2.75” should be attached as close to the ceiling as
6
possible, directly above the Anchor assembly on the “power supply wall”.
Attach a pulley to each eye lag screw installed by prying the “eye” open with
a pliers or screw driver.
8

8)

Carry weight cylinders with you as you go to the opposite wall. On the
opposite wall, place the cable pulley eye lag screws 2.75” at least 6” (15 cm)
to the side of the anchors and away from the wall to ensure that the ground
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line weight system does not interfere with the corona line. Place the weight
cylinders, on their side, on the floor directly beneath the cable pulleys.

9)

Install a ceiling support eye lag screw 1.125” (in separate packet) about every
24’ (7 m), in line with and between the anchors for each corona line.

10)

Align the “eyes” so the ground line cable can be threaded through them to and
through the cable pulleys installed at each end of a corona line.

Attach winch to “power supply wall”, attach ground line cables
to winch
11)

All of the corona lines being powered by a single power supply will have their
ground line cables connected into one winch (in Automation winch assembly).
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Plan to run the most distant ground line cable into the winch and attach the
other ground line cables to that cable using cable clamps.
12)

Mount the winch on the “power supply wall” end of the room to optimize step
10 above. The winch may be located inside the production room or outside,
depending on accessibility, traffic or other concerns.

13)

Start by holding the winch in position and marking desired lag screw position
at the top of the slot in the middle of the back of the winch. Drill that hole.
Screw in that lag screw with a fender washer (in Automation bracket assembly
hardware packet) by holding the winch higher, so that the screw is located at
the bottom of the slot. When nearly tight, slide the winch down so the screw
is now located at the top of the slot. A 1/2” (13mm) end wrench or socket
w/extension is required. Tighten that screw to align the winch so the ground
line cable will feed properly onto the winch spool. Drill the second hole
through the bottom hole in the middle of the back of the winch. Tighten that
lag screw (with a fender washer) into place.

14)

Install a cable pulley eye lag screw 2.75” w/winch cable pulley (largest pulley,
in Automation bracket assembly hardware packet) near the ceiling directly
above the left side of the winch. Important! Visualize where the cable side
of the tensioned pulley will be. Align the cable-side of the tensioned pulley
with the left side of the winch, to align the cable vertically into the left side of
the winch.

15)

String the longest ground line cable through the winch cable pulley, across the
room to the furthest cable pulley, turn 90 degrees down the barn, and pull the
cable through each ceiling support eye lag screw 1.125”, through the cable
pulley and down to the weight cylinder.
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16)

Attach the ground line cable to the weight cylinder using a cable clamp and
leave 1” (2 cm) extend from the “saddle” of the cable clamp. (Always place
the short end of the cable in the bottom of the cable clamp “saddle”.) Lay the
concrete cylinder on its side.

17)

Go back to the winch. Pull the cable snug to the bottom of the winch and cut
it. Important! Slide two fender washers (in Automation assembly
hardware packet) on to the ground line cable. On the right side of the
winch spool, thread the cable from the inside through a hole. Slide a cable
clamp on the cable and tighten into place using a 5/16” (8mm) nut driver.
Using a pliers, crimp the cable flat around the clamp and press into place
between the sprocket and winch wheel rim.
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18)

Turn the worm gear counter-clockwise to wrap the cable around the front of
the winch spool. Wind the winch spool full of cable to the left.

19)

Check all cable pathways to correct any hang-ups or obstructions. Use the Unails provided to support the ground line cable across the room from sagging.

20)

Repeat the process with each additional ground line to be connected to the
long ground line installed into the winch. Snug up and attach those ground
lines to the long ground line, with a cable clamp, at least 16” (41 cm) beyond
the cable pulley.

String corona line cable between end insulators for each run
21)

Before stringing the corona line cable, make sure to prepare and slide
insulation tubes in position where the corona line comes closer than 6”
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(15 cm) from other grounded surfaces such as pipes, electric motors etc.
(Be especially aware of metal objects.) Tubing should extend 12” (30 cm)
on either side of an object.

22)

Attach corona line cable, using two cable clamps, to an end insulator
w/thimble. String the cable to the other end insulator.

23)

By hand, tighten the cable by pulling as much as possible and attach to the end
insulator using two cable clamps. (Always place the short end of the cable in
the bottom of the cable clamp “saddle”.)

Attach ceiling insulators to the corona line, then to the ground
line cable
24)

Snap the ceiling insulator on to the corona line cable just below a ceiling
support eye lag screw 1.125”.

25)

Thread the free tail end of the ceiling insulator through the ceiling support eye
screw 1.125” until the sheds (fins) are snug to the ceiling support, and then fix
the tail of the ceiling insulator to the ground line cable about 1” (2 cm) from
18
the end of the ceiling insulator tail using an curtain thumbnut. Repeat this for
each ceiling insulator.
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26)

If needed, tighten the turnbuckle until the corona line cable is tight enough to
prevent sagging between ceiling insulators.

Set “tighten” (lower) limit switch and “loosen” (top) limit switch
27)

Attach the limit switch assembly to the winch using the bolts provided.

28)

Insert the eye shank into the “tighten” lower limit switch and around the cable,
with the flat washers positioned on top of it. Lift one washer, then install and
gently snug two cable clamps on the cable. Let one washer-cable clamp
assembly rest on top of the eye shank and slide the other cable clamp up a few
inches, with washer on top.
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29)

Use an Ohm meter to measure the conductivity of the limit switch when the
eye shank is pressed down. Place the red probe in pole #11 and the black
probe into pole #12 of the lower limit switch. Press the eye shank slowly
lower until the reading on the Ohm meter just reads “1”. Position and tighten
the cable clamp at this point.

30)

Lower the corona line all the way down to where the ceiling insulator
thumbnuts are almost touching the ceiling eye lag screws 1.125”.

31)

Insert an eye shank into the “loosen” top limit switch. Use an Ohm meter to
measure the conductivity of the limit switch when the eye shank is pressed up.
Place the red probe in pole #11 and the black probe into pole #12 of the lower
limit switch. Slide the cable clamp-washer assembly up and push the eye
shank slowly higher until the reading on the Ohm meter just reads “1”.
Position and tighten the cable clamp at this point.
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Attach corona points to corona line cable
32)

Locate the ring pliers and load it with D-rings.

33)

With the ring pliers, attach the sections of corona points by squeezing a ring
around the corona line and the corona points, with the corona point section
hanging below the corona line.

34)

Use a ring on each end of the corona section and one in the middle of the
section.
20

35)
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Corona point sections may be cut to fit short spans, such as the end of a
corona line.

Electrically connect corona point lines in series
36)

In most installations one power supply will power multiple corona lines. In
those cases, the corona lines need to be connected together. Connect the
appropriate corona lines using high voltage wire.

37)

If the high voltage wire must be attached to a grounded surface somewhere in
between the corona lines, push a 2’ (61 cm) piece of silicone tubing on 4” (10
cm) past each end of the high voltage wire. Seal both ends of the tubing with
silicone caulk and use zip ties to secure the tubing in place around the high
voltage wire.

38)

Strip the insulation off the end of the high voltage wire and attach it to the
corona line using one of the cable clamps on each corona line.
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39)

Secure the high voltage wire to the corona cable, in two places a short
distance apart, near the cable clamp, using cable (zip) ties. Cut the end of the
zip ties off.

Attach high-voltage wire from the closest corona point line to
the power supply
40)

Push a 2’ (61 cm) piece of silicone tubing on 4” (10 cm) past the end of a
length of the high voltage wire that will run back to the power supply. Seal
each end of the tubing with silicone caulk and use zip ties to secure the tubing
in place around the high voltage wire.

41)

Strip the insulation off of the end of the high voltage wire and attach it to the
corona line using one of the cable clamps.

42)

Secure the high voltage wire to the corona cable, in two places a short
distance apart, near the cable clamp, using cable (zip) ties. Cut the end of the
zip ties off.
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43)

Support the high voltage wire periodically back to the power supply.

44)

Drill holes through walls as necessary to feed the high voltage cable from the
corona line to the power supply. Be careful not to score or nick the high
voltage wire sheath.

45)

Locate or install an electrical outlet near to the location of the power supply.
110 V 60 Hz, or 220 V 50 Hz is acceptable.

46)

Install the power supplies in a hallway or office, out of the animal production
area, if possible. (The power supply is designed to handle the harsh
environment inside a production room, if necessary.) Use the mounts
provided on each power supply to fasten the power supply to the wall. If
possible, install a power supply where normal room temperatures are
expected. Space at least 4” (10 cm) between power supplies to allow free air
movement.
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47)

At the power supply, cut the high voltage wire to the appropriate length,
leaving 14” (35 cm) extra.

48)

Strip the insulation back approximately 1/2” (1 cm), twisting the strands
together.

49)

Loosen the gland nut. Slide the high-voltage wire into connector tube until it
stops (wire will crumple in “funnel” at the end of the tube). While still
holding inward pressure on the high-voltage wire, hand-tighten the gland nut
to secure the wire in place.

!! Ground all Equipment !!
This step is extremely important.
50)

Make sure to ground all other equipment in the barns such a feeders, water
supplies, temperature and humidity probes. Equipment suspended by ropes or
on plastic pulleys is typically not grounded. Ungrounded equipment will
build a static charge. When touched, the equipment will discharge.
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51)

It is of utmost importance to ground the temperature sensor and other sensors
that are connected to computer controlled ventilation. Failure to properly
ground the sensors may result in a damaged computer. These probes
often work at low voltage and do not have a ground connection. If a ground
wire is present for each sensor, connect all to earth ground. If no ground wire
is provided, connect the negative pole of each sensor to earth ground. Do both
if possible

52)

If a sensor has a metal tip and you cannot clearly determine that it is
grounded, attach a ground wire securely to the tip with zip tie(s) and ground
the tip back to the sensor ground, or earth ground.

53)

Cover feed sensors with a Faraday cage (tin foil works well) and add a wire to
earth ground. Wrap the foil with electrical tape.

54)

If you are unsure that the sensor/equipment has been grounded. As a
precaution, disconnect the sensor wires from the computer (but not earth
ground) prior to plugging in the EPI system.

55)

Measure the static charge on the sensor wires before and after plugging in the
EPI system. The measured voltage should be the same if properly grounded.
Then reconnect the sensor wires and test sensors.)

56)

After grounding all sensors and connecting and grounding automation wire,
with the power supply plugged in, make sure the sensors work and that no
16

static charge is building up on the sensor wires, or tip. (In some cases, if the
sensors are improperly grounded, arcing can be heard from inside the
computer box, in other cases an alarm may come on. At this point, it is
possible the computer is damaged.
Disclaimer Note: BEI is not responsible for installer errors such as, but not limited to,
improper or inadequate grounding of sensors or equipment. BEI is not liable for
unforeseen impacts of ionization on equipment in barns/rooms.

For a manual EPI system: Adjust the voltage and amperage
output of the power supply (If you are installing an automated EPI
37
35
system skip to #63.)
57)

When plugged in, one LED light on the “kV” (kilovolt) side and one LED on
the “mA” (milliamp) side will light up. (If the LEDs for “0” kV and “0” mA
are lit, it means that a “short” exists in the system and the high voltage output
is disabled temporarily. The power supply will try to restore high voltage
once every 30 seconds. If the “short” continues, high voltage will not be
restored as a safety precaution). After 5 continuous minutes of <10kV output,
the power supply will latch high voltage power off. To reset the power supply
unplug AC power for 10 seconds. Then plug back in to AC power.

58)

Optimize the EPI system by manually turning the winch worm gear clockwise
(lowering the corona line) until a value closest to 30,000 V and 2.0 mA is
attained when looking at the power supply LED lights.

59)

Unplug the power supply. Check to see if the end insulators at each end of a
corona line are attached to the anchor at the same level as the corona line is
suspended. If not, adjust the anchor eye bolt(s) up or down as needed to
“level” the corona line.

60)

Plug the power supply in and again optimize the EPI system by manually
turning the winch worm gear clockwise or counter-clockwise until a value
closest to 30,000 V and 2.0 mA is attained when looking at the power supply
LED lights.

61)

Record the optimized (lit) voltage and amperage LED light values on the
power supply. Mark those LEDs on the face of the power supply. (On a
manual system, as dust accumulates, the amperage will fall and lower LED
value lights will come on. At that point, the winch worm gear should be
manually turned counter-clockwise until the marked LED lights are again lit.)

62)

Unplug the power supply.
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If an automated EPI system, attach automation bracket, automation limit
switch arm, wire cable leads, eye shanks into limit switches and string
24 volt cable from the winch back to the power supply location
63)

Attach the winch motor bracket to the winch, but put the rubber insert for the
coupling hub into place first. Place the bracket over the heads of the two bolts
on the right side of the winch as attached to the wall. Fasten the right side
with two of the 5/16” x 1” bolts provided. (Find all components in the
Automation assembly hardware packet.)

64)

Re-attach the Limit switch assembly by aligning holes in the assembly, winch
motor bracket and winch. Fasten the left side with the 5/16” x 1” bolts with
nuts and lock washers provided. (Find all components in the Limit switch
assembly hardware packet.
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65)

One long and one short automation wire cable with two wires each extend
from the automation bracket. Loosen the stress relief collar of the lower limit
switch body and feed the short wire cable through it. One at a time, attach
the red wire to pole #11 and the black wire to pole #12. Be sure the “bar” side
of the diode is also in pole #11 and the other side of the diode is in pole #12.
Use a small flat or Phillips screwdriver to tighten. Tighten the stress relief
collar to securely hold the wire cable inside the limit switch.

66)

Repeat the process with the long wires into the top limit switch, but place the
white wire in pole #11 and the green wire into pole #12. Be sure the “bar”
side of the diode is in pole #11 and the other side of the diode is in pole #12.
Use a small flat or Phillips screwdriver to tighten. Tighten the stress relief
collar to securely hold the wire cable inside the limit switch.
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67)

Attach an eye shank into the bracket at the top of each limit switch. Be sure
both fender washers are above the “eye” of the lower limit switch. Use a
small flat or Phillips screw driver to tighten into place.

68)

At the winch, a length of automation wire with four leads and a ground wire
will extend from the automation assembly.

69)

Connect each lead and ground to its match using IDC connectors provided in
the Automation assembly hardware packet. Be sure the orange button is fully
depressed. (It will be flush with the clear body of the IDC and silicone will
flow out of the two holes.

70)

Use two cable (zip) ties 1” (2 cm) apart to bind the automation wires together.
Space the first zip tie 1” (2 cm) from the IDC connectors.

71)

String a length of automation wire from the winch back to the power supply
location and cut to appropriate length. Keep the automation wire separated
from any high voltage wire by at least 2’. Peel back the sheath to expose
about 1” (2 cm) of the leads and ground wire.
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72)

Locate the five-pin connector and automation wire lead packaged with the
power supply.

73)

Connect a piece of bell wire from the ground pole of the power supply to the
ground wire of five-pin connector automation wire lead.

74)

Connect each lead and ground automation wire to its match on the five-pin
connector wire, using IDC connectors provided.

75)

Use two cable (zip) ties 1” (2 cm) apart to bind the automation wires together.
Space the first zip tie 1” (2 cm) from the IDC connectors.

76)

Add a ground wire from the power supply to the winch. Use a Tek screw to
attach the ground wire to the winch.

77)

Add a ground wire from the ground pole on the power supply to the ceiling.
(Where possible, run a ground wire adjacent to the HV wire.)

78)

Plug in the five-pin connector to the five-pin receptor on the power supply.

79)

Support the automation wire as appropriate to keep it away from moving
parts, people, or animals.

80)

Go to the weights, loosen the cable clamp and raise the bottom of the weights
to hip level, or high enough to be out of reach of the animals. Cut off excess
cable. Clamp the cable at the winch to prevent un-spooling of the cable.

81)

Plug the EPI system in and the internal controller will automatically adjust to
fully optimize performance.
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